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UDCs 

 
if you want to know what Clipper is really doing, understand its "heart and soul : " user-defined commands....  
 

Data Based Advisor 
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If there's one feature that characterizes Clipper 5's language it must be user-defined commands (UDCs). The UDC concept is a 

very elegant philosophy that provides for "table-driven syntax." 

 

The header file, STD.CH, contains a collection of UDCs that define how to recognize valid commands and translate them into 
something the compiler understands. Since it only knows about a subset of all the commands in the language, a library of 

internal functions provides the functionality that programmers are accustomed to. (For instance, dbUseArea() does the job of 

the USE command.) 

 

With all the commands defined in a table, this means that the table and, therefore, the commands, may be altered to suit 

specific needs. Even more important, it also means that new command syntax may be defined, giving Clipper a level of 

extensibility previously unknown in database languages. 

 

Prior to UDCs, Clipper and other development languages were extended through large libraries of user-defined functions (UDFs) 

with long parameter lists. Under the hood, this is also true of Clipper 5, but UDCs insulate the user from ugly function calls. 
Instead, you can define a pleasant xBase   -style syntax and have the preprocessor translate it into obscure calls to internal 

functions. 

 

Why would a Clipper 5 beginner need to know about UDCs? The answer is you really don't, but you'll be at an advantage if you 

have some understanding. Any Clipper programmer should know of Clipper's extensibility. If you know how to read the PPO 

files and understand how the preprocessor translates your source code, you'll be better off during debugging sessions. Also, 

you may never write commands and structures, but it's nice to know that you could. 

 

An intelligent search and replace 
 

UDCs ares really just a mechanism for doing very intelligent global search and replaces in program text. The source code is 

"intelligently" scanned for familiar, i.e. previously defined, constructs and translates them into equivalent command syntax and 

function calls. (Remember, the preprocessor does its job before the compiler even reads the program). Therefore, UDCs are 

nothing more than replacement rules composed of match markers and result markers. The various styles of markers are robust 

enough to handle all the classifications of Clipper syntax: 

 

* Regular command names and keywords 

* Extended expressions 

* Optional clauses 
* Repeating clauses 

* Lists 

* Bulk text 

* Code blocks 

* Strings 

 

What's the secret? 

 

Four preprocessor directives: 
 
   #command  
   #translate  
   #xcommand  
   #xtranslate  

 

are the basis of UDCs. The last two are new with version 5.01 and work the same as the first two. While #command and 
#translate require keyword matches on only the first four characters (to maintain dBASE compatibility), the #xcommand and 

#xtranslate directives need exact matches. 

 

For this reason, you'll see #command used throughout STD.CH, but for your UDCs, #xcommand and #xtranslate are highly 

recommended. The difference between #xcommand and #xtranslate is that the former is used to recognize entire commands, 

whereas the latter is for portions of commands. The use of #xcommand is much more common. 

 

The structure of a UDC is as follows: 

 
   #command text and match markers => ; text and resul t markers  
 
The preprocessor scans your programs for text that matches the patterns found on the "left side" of the UDC definitions, then 

applies the translation rules that yield the resulting output text defined by the "right side." 

 

To see what the preprocessor's done to your program, compile your program with the /P option and view the generated PPO 

files. Consistent review of PPO files is required for a firm grasp of UDCs. 

 

The UDC portion of the preprocessor is a "recognizer" and "translator." It scans the input text, namely your program modules, 

recognizes various constructs and translates them to alternate constructs as dictated by the UDC definitions. 

 

As an example, consider the ? xBase  command which displays an expression value on the screen. Here's the UDC definition in 
STD.CH for this command: 
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#command ? [ ] = QOut ( ) 
 

Surprise! The Clipper compiler doesn't recognize the ? command; it only understands the QOut() function. Not to worry, UDCs 

handle the translation automatically so it appears the compiler indeed has a ? command. 

 

Match marker examples 

 

There are several types of match markers: word, regular, extended expression, option clause, list, restricted, and wild. In the 

following examples, I'll show the UDC definition, how to use it, then the preprocessed output (i.e. what would appear in the PPO 
file). 

 

Word match marker 

 

In a UDC, you can create any new word as a synonym for any other preprocessed command. For example, in STD.CH, there's a 

UDC which maps the EJECT command to a call to a function, {Eject(). The following define alternate words for existing Clipper 

commands whose definitions are already found in STD.CH: 

 
// Define synonym for EJECT command  
 

#command NEWPAGE => {Eject() NEWPAGE // ppo: {Eject () 
 

// Define synonym for USE, close database  

 

#command CLOSEDB => {dbClose()  
 
CLOSEDB // ppo: {dbClose() 
 

// Synonym for SET COLOR TO, reset colors  
 

#command CLEARCOLOR => SetColor ("W/N,N/W,N,N,N/W")   
 
CLEARCOLOR           // ppo: SetColor ("W/N,N/W,N,N ,N/W") 
 

Regular match marker 

 

Regular match markers, the most common type, are used for simple textual replacement. You may assign a name to some text 

appearing in a recognized command. The text must be on the right of the command. The name assigned to the text is of your 

choosing and must be of the form. Here are some examples from STD.CH: 

 
#command SET DECIMALS TO =>;  
Set ({SET{DECIMALS )  
 
SET DECIMALS TO 3        // ppo: Set ( {SET{DECIMAL S, 3 ) 
 

// Remember: @ 10,40 will erase a line from col 40  
 

#command @ , ;  
=> Scroll ( , , row> ); ; SetPos ( , )   // ppo: Sc roll ( 10, 40, 10 ); SetPos ( 10, 40 ) 
 

This example contains multiple output lines; notice the use of semi-colons. Since UDCs build new command structures, semi-

colons have been given two uses. One is to continue UDC definitions onto more than one line and the second is to insert semi-

colons between commands being output. In the example above, one semi-colon separates the function calls Scroll() and 

SetPos(), so two semi-colons appear one after the other in the input text. Notice that only one semi-colon appears in the 

output. 
 
// The old SAVE SCREEN TO command  

 

#command SAVE SCREEN TO ;  
=> := SaveScreen (0, 0, Maxrow(),; Maxcol() )  
 
SAVE SCREEN TO              // ppo: z := SaveScreen (0, 0, Maxrow(), Maxcol() ) 
 

Extended expression match marker 

 

The extended expression match marker handles Clipper syntax that includes extended file name expressions and is denoted as 

<(file)>. This table defines how this match marker works: 

  
if you have     foo      the result is      "foo"  

if you have   ("foo")   the result is     ("foo")  

if you have    (foo)     the result is    (foo)  

 
#command COPY FILE <(scr)> TO <(dest)>;  
=> {{CopyFile ( <(src)>, <(dest)> )  
 
COPY FILE foo TO ("fubar") // ppo: {{CopyFile ( "fo o" TO ("fubar") )  
COPY FILE foo TO (fu)      // ppo: {{CopyFile ( "fo o" TO (fu) ) 
 

#command SET DEFAULT TO <(path)>;  
=> Set ( {SET{DEFAULT, <(path)> )  
 
 
 
SET DEFAULT TO c: /amulet/fredi   
// {SET{DEFAULT is a manifest constant  
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// defined in SET.CH as 7  
// ppo: Set (7, "c: /amulet/fredi") 
 
 

// Special form of TEXT is TO FILE clause,  
// echos to text file  
 
#command TEXTTOFILE<(file)>; 
 => {{TextSave ( <(file)> ); ; text QOut, {{TextRes tore  
 
TEXT TO FILE ("amulet") line 1 line 2 ENDTEXT  
 
// ppo: {{TextSave ( ("amulet") );  
// QOUT (" line 1")  
// QOUT (" line 2") 
 

Optional clauses 

 

Many Clipper commands have optional clauses, so there must be a device in UDCs to recognize them. The method is called an 

option clause and is represented by square brackets as in []. Following are some useful examples. Notice that the match 

marker appears without the brackets on the right side of the UDC definition. 
 
// Notice we have a regular match marker in bracket s  
 
#command SET FUNCTION [TO] [] => {{SetFunction ( , ) cEndPrompt := 'END'  
 
SET FUNCTION 2 TO cEndPrompt  
 
// ppo: {{SetFunction ( 2, cEndPrompt )  
 
SET FUNCTION 2 TO  
// Missing optional clause ends up as a NIL parm  
// ppo: {{SetFunction ( 2, ) 
 

#command COPY [STRUCTURE] [EXTENDED] [TO <(file)>];   
=> {{dbCopyXStruct ( <(file)> )  
 
LOCAL cFileName := 'amulet.txt'  
COPY STRUCTURE EXTENDED TO (cFileName)  
 
// ppo: {{dbCopyXStruct ( (cFileName) )  
// Below, looking at STD.CH can show  
// you shorthand notations.  
 
COPY EXTENDED TO (cFileName)  
// ppo: {{dbCopyXStruct ( (cFileName) )  
 

// Optional extended expression match marker  
 
#command DIR [<(spec)>] => {{Dir( <(spec)> )  
 
LOCAL cFileSpec := '*.DBF'  
DIR (cFileSpec)  
 
// ppo: {{Dir ( (cFileSpec) ) 
 
// {DFSET is a pseudo function defined in STD.CH  
 
#command SET DATE [TO] JAPANESE;  
=> {DFSET ( "yyyy/mm/dd", "yy/mm/dd" )  
 
// The example below will be recognized properly  
SET DATE TO JAPANESE    // ppo: Set ( 4, if ({{SetC entury(),; // "yyyy/mm/dd", "yy/mm/dd") ) 
 
From these examples, it seems there are two types of optional clauses. Type 1 is just a keyword, as in [TO], and type 2 is a 
keyword followed by a match marker, as in [TO <(file)>]. 

 

 

List match marker 

 

The notation is used to recognize a comma separated list of expressions in a command. This technique is required since many 

Clipper commands give the programmer the ability to list a series of items after a keyword. In the following examples, becomes 

just on the right side of the UDC definition. 

 
#command DO .PRG [WITH ];  
=> do [ WITH ]  

 

DO fu.prg WITH cParm1, nParm2, lParm3 // ppo: do fu WITH cParm1, nParm2, lParm3 

 
// Make a Basic-like PRINT command. // Notice that the list is optional.  
#xcommand PRINT [ ] => QOut ( )  
 
PRINT                                 // ppo: QOut ( ) 
PRINT "Entering cyberspace" // QOut ( "Entering cyb erspace", 123 ) 
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Restricted match marker 

 

Restricted match markers are tricky. They're used for commands where the presence or absence of a keyword must be 

translated to either a .T. or .F. in the call to an internal Clipper function. You specify a logical flag to be set ONLY IF the clause 

in question was specified. The notation is , where lvarName is the logical flag to be set if KEYWORD is recognized. 

 
// Allow alternate spellings this way:  
#command SET MESSAGE TO [] ;  
=> Set ({SET{MESSAGE, ) ; Set ({SET{MCENTER, <.cent .>)  
 
SET MESSAGE TO 22 CENTER  
// ppo: Set( 36, 22 ) ; Set( 37, .T. ) 
 

Notice that the flag "cent" appears as <.cent.> on the right side of the UDC definition. This is called a "logify result marker" 

which I'll explain later. 
 

// Function expects a logical value to determine if   
// user requested ADDITIVE processing.  
 
#command RESTORE [FROM <(file)>] [] ;  
=> {{MRestore ( <(file)>, <.add.> )  
 
RESTORE FROM movie  
// Since the ADDITIVE keyword was not include,  
// a .F. is passed // ppo: {{MRestore( "movie", .F.  ) 
 

Some commands, like USE, have several keywords that require the restricted match market. In this example, try to follow the 

restricted match markers.  

 
#command USE <(db)> ; [VIA ] [ALIAS ] ; [] [] ; [] [] ; [INDEX < (index1)> [, <(indexn)>]] ; 
=> dbUseArea (<.new.>, , <(db)>, ; <(a)>, if(<.sh.>  .or.<.ex.>, ; !<.ex.>, NIL), <.ro.> ) ; [; dbSetIn dex( 
<(index1)> )] ; [; dbSetIndex( <(indexn)>)] ; 
 
USE txn VIA "pdox" ALIAS ptxns ; 
NEW EXCLUSIVE READONLY  
 
// ppo: dbUseArea (.T., "pdox", "txn", "ptxns", ; i f(.F. .OR. .T., !.T., NIL), .T.)  
// Note that VIA "pdox" requires quotes, whereas  
// ALIAS ptxns does not. This is due to: is  
// a regular result marker, but <(a)> is a smart  
// stringify result marker 
 

Wild match marker 

 
Some Clipper commands require a recognizer for miscellaneous strings of text. With the wild match marker type, you may 

match bulk text from the current point to end of line or until some white space (blanks) is encountered. Use the notation 

<*marker*> to specify where the text may occur. 

 
#command SET PATH TO <*path*> ;  
=> Set ({SET{PATH, <(path)> )  
 
SET PATH TO c: /amulet        // ppo: Set ( 6, "c:/ amulet" ) cPathName := "c:/amulet"  
SET PATH TO (cPathName)    // ppo: Set( 6, (cPathNa me) ) 
 

// The old FIND command  

#command FIND <*text*> => dbSeek( <(text)> ) FIND J ohnson // ppo: dbSeek( "Johnson" ) 
 

 

As another example, remember the old xBbase ability to append uncommented text to the end of ENDIF, ENDCASE and 

ENDDO? Clipper brings you compatibility with this syntax by the following use of a wild match marker: 

 
// You can also eliminate unwanted text  
// after keyword  
 
#command ENDDO <*x*> => enddo ENDDO This is a comme nt // ppo: ENDDO 
 

One last example shows how Clipper nullifies unsupported commands using the wild match marker: 

 
#command SET SAFETY <*x*> => SET SAFETY ZONE TO SOMETHING REAL BIG // ppo: nothing is copied 

 

Examples of result markers 

 

There are also replacement rules governing what may be specified on the right side of a UDC definition. In many cases, the 

result markers parallel their match marker counterparts. However, it's not always that simple. Let's look at examples of all the 

available types of result markers. 
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Regular result marker 

 

I've already shown you this type of result marker when I discussed regular match markers. Namely, whenever the 

notation appears on the right side of the definition, it's called a regular result marker.  

 
#xtranslate DIV (, ) ; => () / ()  
 
// Here, right side markers are called  
// "regular result markers"  
 
? DIV( 10+20, 5 ) // ppo: QOut( (10+20) / (5) ) 
 

Dumb stringify result marker 

 

This result marker, denoted #, is used every time a match marker needs to be unconditionally surrounded by quote marks, for 

example, to create a string constant. If no input text is matched, a null string ("") is written to the output text. 

 
// Here, a regular match marker is used.  
 
#command RELEASE ALL LIKE ; => {{MRelease( #skel>, .t. )  
 
RELEASE ALL LIKE M*       // ppo: {{MRelease ( "M*" , .T. ) 
 
// Here, a wild match marker <*cmd*> is used.  
 
#command RUN <*cmd*> => {{Run ( # ) RUN diskcopy a:  a:  
 
// ppo: {{Run ( "diskcopy a: a:" ) 

 

Smart stringify result marker 

 

When I discussed extended expression match markers, I neglected to say that once the () appears on the right side, it's called 

smart stringify. If matched input text is enclosed in parentheses, smart stringify copies it unaltered to the output text; 

otherwise, quotes are added. 

 
Here are some rules: 

  

Text-in             Text-out  

chars               "chars" (chars)   (chars)  

cVar1+cVar2   "cVar1+cVar2"  

 
#command CREATE <(file1)> [FROM <(file2)>] ;  
=> {{dbCreate( <(file1)>, <(file2)> )  
 
CREATE temp FROM temp1           // ppo: {{dbCreate ( "temp", "temp1" )  
 
CREATE (cFileName) FROM temp1 // ppo: {{dbCreate( ( cFileName), "temp1" ) 
 
#command SET PROCEDURE TO => {ProcReg{( <(f)> )  
 
SET PROCEDURE TO (cDrive+cPath+cProcName)    // ppo : {ProcReq( (cDrive+cPath+cProcName) ) 
 

 

Logify result marker 

 

I showed you logify result marker when I discussed restricted match markers. Namely, restricted match marker results may be 

placed on right side of the definition by using the form: <.lvarName.> The preprocessor translates this into a logical constant in 

the result string. A logify result marker informs the result string whether or not an optional clause was present. 

 

 

 
Blockify result marker 

 

The key to the success of many Clipper commands is the ability to translate some clauses into code blocks. The blockify result 

marker translates a matched input string into a code block. The form: <{marker}> must be used on the right side of the 

defintion. 

 
#command JOIN [WITH <(alias)>] [TO ] ;  
[FIELDS ] [FOR ] ;  
; => {{dbJoin( <(alias)>, <(file)>, ;  
{ <(fields)> }, <{for}> ) JOIN WITH (cFileName) TO (cOutFile) ; 
FOR inits = "DDG" 
 
// The regular result marker containing the  
// logical expression required by the FOR clause is   
// "blockified" and passed as a parameter to  
// internal function {{dbJoin().  
// ppo: {{dbJoin( (cFileName), (cOutFile), ;  
// {}, {}} inits = "DDG" } ) 
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Normal stringify result marker 

 

The normal stringify result marker is the same as "dumb stringify" except that if no input text is matched, nothing is written to 

the output text. If the corresponding match marker is a list match marker, then all items recognized in the list are enclosed in 

quotes. This result marker is denoted with <"marker">. 

 
#command INDEX ON TO <(file)> [] ;  
=> dbCreatIndex( <(file)>, <"key">, <{key}>, ; if (  <.u.>, .t., NIL))  
 
INDEX ON last+first TO (file{name)       // ppo: db CreatIndex( (cFileName), ;  
                                         // "last{f irst", ;  
                                         // {}} las t+first}, ;  
                                         // if( .F. , .T., NIL) ) 
 

#command RELEASE => {{MXRelease(<"var">)  
 
RELEASE x,, z                   // ppo: {{MXRelease  ( "x",, "z" )  
 
#command SET FILTER TO ;  
=> dbSetFilter ( <{xpr}>, <"xpr"> )  
 
SET FILTER TO !DELETED()      // Below example uses  both blockify  
                              // and normal stringi fy.  
                              // ppo: dbSetFilter( {}} !DELETED()}, "!DELETED()" ) 
 

Repeating clauses 

 
To accomodate Clipper commands that accept repeated keyword clauses (e.g. REPLACE) we use the square bracket notation 

again, but the structure is different from the optional clause I showed before. Here's the notation on left side of definition. 

WITH [, WITH ] 

 

while the right side of definition is:  

 
{FIELD->:= [;{FIELD->:=] 

 

where you first define what the first item of the repeating clause looks like and then the Nth item.  
Think of this as meaning "0 or more" occurrences. 
 

#command SET INDEX TO [ <(index1)> [, <(indexn)>]] ; ;  
=> dbClearIndex() ; ; [; dbSetIndex( <(index1)> )];  [; dbSetIndex( <(indexn)> )]  
 
SET INDEX TO ntx1, ntx2              // ppo: dbClea rIndex(); dbSetIndex( "ntx1" );  
                                     // ; dbSetInde x( "ntx2") 
 

Conclusion 

 

With these examples, we've examined each of the textual translation rules available in UDCs. UDCs may not be something you 

deal with everyday, but a basic understanding of them can give you some insight as to what Clipper is really doing behind the 

scenes. 

 

[Dan D. Gutierrez is the president of AMULET Consulting, a Los Angeles-based xBase    development firm. Dan 
teaches xBase   and Clipper programming at UCLA and is the co-author of dBASE IV: Beyond the Basics. He is 

currently writing Clipper 5: A Self-Teaching Guide, and providing Clipper 5 training in the L.A. area. Dan can be 

reached at (310) 479-4877 or on CompuServe (73317,646).] 
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